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     WAKE FOREST UNIVERSITY DIRECT DEPOSIT AUTHORIZATION 
Check One:  
REQUIRED Election 
-- attach a voided check or savings withdrawal slip.
Optional Fixed Dollar Elections
-- attach a voided check or savings withdrawal slip for each account. 
Note:  The Federal Reserve requires a prenote period (waiting period of one pay cycle) to verify the accuracy of the account 
information.  This verification process takes on full pay cycle.  Payments made during this verification process will be by check. 
Cancellation of the required election will also cancel the optional elections.  Changes made on any 
election prompts a prenote period for all elections, both required and optional, with a check issuing 
for total net pay. 
I authorize the deposit of my payroll check each pay day to the financial institutions indicated above. I further agree to 
the following conditions: 
1.  This authorization remains in force until cancelled by me or until termination of my employment. 
2.  Wake Forest University reserves the right to recall or adjust any deposits improperly created and deposited to my 
account. 
3.  I authorize the financial institutions to honor any recall/adjustment requests made by Wake Forest University.  I 
further authorize the financial institutions to withdraw monies available in any of my accounts at the institutions in the 
event there are insufficient funds available in the account to cover the deposit error at the time of the recall/adjustment. 
4.  I absolve the University from any liability to pay charges for insufficient fund transactions that result from failure 
within the Automated Clearing House network to correctly and timely deposit monies into my account. 
Signed  ________________________________________  Date:  ___________________ 
REMAINING NET
PAY
5. I agree to contact the Payroll office (payroll@wfu.edu) if the funds in the selected bank account(s) are or will at any 
time be transferred from the above listed financial agencies, dollar for dollar, to financial agencies outside the territorial
jurisdiction of the U.S. and provide additional information as requested.
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